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解説

Dy盟a醐ics of 1阻まler Shell Reso阻ant Ra臨a盟 Scatteri強g

Hans AGRENl , Faris GEL'MUKHANOV2 and Pawel SALEKl 
1 本 Theoretical Chemistry, Royallnstitute 01 Technology 

2lnstitute 01 Automation and Electrometry 

Some recent advances in the theory of the resonant Raman process for atoms, molecules and solids ﾎnｭ
volving inner shell electrons are reviewed. Special emphasis is put on the dynamical aspects and on the noｭ
tion of a duration time for the x-ray Raman process (RXS) , which brings about a distinct卲n of processes 
with different time scales responsible for the formation of the spectral profile. This notion has been usefuI 
for actual predictions of various phenomena associated with RXS such as “ symmetry restoration" ,“vibra
tional collapse" , and “ control of dissociation". The temporal theory of RXS is based on the wave packet 
formalism. The increase of the broad “ molecular" parts relative to the atomic, or fragment , decay upon 
frequency detuning is demonstrated. The atomic匂like resonance and molecular parts are proved to show 
different dispersion relations. Under certain conditions the 匤terference between the molecular and atomic 
parts produces conspicuous “ spectral holes". These conceptual tools are applicable also in the case of 
solids; there is an analogous restoration of momentum select卲n rules and a collapse effect upon detuning 
the frequency. Thus when the duration of the scattering is shortened by a large detuning, the role of elecｭ
tron-phonon coupling of the core excited states is suppressed. The shortening of the RXS duration in a cerｭ
tain sense leads to a delocalization of the core hole in a solid. We describe also some new features that der・耐

ive from the Doppler effect on ejected Auger electrons. 

1. Introduction 

Contemporary experiments in the x-ray region using synｭ

chrotron radiation sources are stationary, and the many new 
phenomena obtained in synchrotron laboratories have thereｭ

fore up to this time received interpretations mostly by means 

of time-independent theoryl-3). However, even if time-depenｭ
dent interpretations do not follow naturally from the experi蜘

ment, and even if they principally do not provide new inforｭ
rnation cornpared to the time-independent ones , they have 印刷
cently gained increased popularity owing to their inherent 

interpretability and our inc1ination to relate spectral features 

to processes rather than to states. 

One of the important characteristics of the dynarnics of a 

resonant x-ray Raman scattering process is the “ duration 
tirne"2,4-8), which presents a pure quantum notion based on 

the interfe1'ence, 01' dephasing, suppression of large time conｭ
tributions to a scattering amplitude. This notion has providｭ

ed a deeper insight into the formation of the RXS spectral 

profile5,7-12). With the variation of the duration time through 
detuning the energy one can monitor and even control di百er

ent microscopic dynamical processes responsible for the 

RXS spectral shape. Thus central concepts as symrnetry and 

rnornenturn selectivity, the formation of band pro主les and 

the cornpetition between dissociation and decay, have been 
shown to possess truly “ dynarnic" features in that they de-

pend on both excitation frequency and on lifetirne broaden “ 

ing-and therefore on the RXS duration. 

The notion of a duration time is also associated with some 

profound contradictions13): For example, to reach the fast 
limit for the RXS amplitude (short duration of RXS) the 

wave packet evolution must exceed the lifetime by several 

times. The RXS duration can be presented as a complex 

quantity , with the real and imaginary parts responsible for 
the irreversible decay and reversible dephasing processes , reｭ
spectively. It also provides a counterintuitive relation be制

tween the time of the evolution of the wave packet at the 

core excited state and the duration time of the scattering 

process. The e古'ective duration of RXS strongly depends on 

the detuning of the frequency of incident radiation frorn the 

photoabsorption band, while the relaxation time of the wave 
packet does not , but is instead characterized by the time of 
fiight and the lifetirne of the co1'e excited state, both of 
which can considerably exceed the RXS duration time. The 

concept of the RXS duration can thus be applied directly 

only to the RXS process with the “ tirne of measurernents" 
larger than the lifetime of a core exciteQ はate13 ) • 

The time dependent representation for the scattering amｭ

plitude allows to rnake a direct connection between the RXS 

arnplitude and the RXS duration. Special emphasis is paid 

on cases when the core excited states are dissociative with 

spectral features containing both so幽called atomic-like (AL) 
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resonances4 ,14) and "molecular" backgrounds4). It is shown where the wave packet 'l'T(r) describes all photoabsorptionω 

that the interference between these two contributions give decay paths up to the time r and the amplitude F(r) of all 

rise to new , and quite unexpected, effects. Also the mapping decay events up to this time; g;(t)= 一 iくQI I/I(t))exp(-t/

effect of the wave packet and the interatomic potentials, T). In a stationary experiment the RXS cross section collects 

proposed in ref. 4, 15, is a “ useful" aspect of the wave pack- all the decay events up toτ口∞.珂ere

et theory. This mapping has been used to reproduce the 

square of the vibrational wave function of core excited state 

in very recent resonant Auger experiments16). 

We further review aspects of the space distribution of the 

wave packet and the role of the excitation energy on this 

space distribution, which also is of particular consequence 

for the interpretation of the resonant x蜘rayscattering experiｭ

ment. We also shortly go through the theory for Doppler 

effects , which emerge as interesting spectral features assocト
ated with x-ray Raman scattering involving dissociative 

potential surfaces and AL resonances. It was predicted that 

the spectral shape of these AL resonances are strongly 

influenced by the Doppler effect for the ejected Auger 

electrons l7), something that was recently experimentally 

confirmed in resonant Auger spectra of 02
18). 

The time-dependent approaches are ょ~ importance also 

for interpreting RXS of solids and polymers , especially in 
cases with phonon coupling and momentum exchange beｭ

tween electrons and photons. Electron-phonon coupling is 

probably more the rule than the exception due to the deｭ

generacy of the core shells which often leads to strong 

vibronic mixing of the core excited states with different symｭ

metries. This may result in a violation of the electronic selecｭ

tion rules for the scattering process9). Such effects are most 

easily analyzed for TC隣electron polymers , for which analytical 
solutions of the phonon coupling problem can be achieved 19). 

The electronic selection rules (in particular the momentum 

conservation law) are restored when the RXS duration is 

shorter than the period of vibrations and when the photon 

momenta are neglected, something that takes place for large 
detuning and short duration times of the RXS process5,19-21). 

The detuning thus quenches the electron制phononinteraction 

in the core excited state and leads to a narrowing (collapse) 

of the electron-vibrational bands both in molecules and 

solids6,7,19). So the electron欄phonon interaction in x-ray Raｭ

man spectra is strongly dynamic, and the shortening of the 
duration time through frequency detuning allows an active 

manipulation of the strength of the electron-phonon interacｭ

tion. 

The'present review is a written account and an elaboration 

of the talk given by one of the authors (H.ﾄ) at the 1999 

year meeting of the Japanese society for synchrotron radiaｭ

tion research held in Tsukuba 7-9 January 1999. For the basｭ

ic mathematical formulations of the theories we refer to four 

publications that are central to this review; 13,15,17,19). 

2. Duration Time 

The time-dependent representation for the scattering am削

plitude is simply obtained as13) 

F=F(∞)， F(炉 -i<fl叫ルi: dtg;(t) 

| ヂ叫矧'l'T(r)バ州(付昨吟

!ν1/1 (οωtけ)) 口 e一-1，ぽ附'Yé' t匂.@Ioめ) .ye 口Hc 一E , (2) 

H is the molecular Hamiltonian, and E is the average energy 
of a core excited state. Atomic units are used unless otherｭ

wise stated. We note that 1 I/I(t)) , 1 'l'T(r)) , and F(r) can not 
be measured in current stationary RXS experiments due to 

the small intensity of the x-ray beam and the insu自cienttime 

resolution. Fast measurements would in principle allow to 

find the squared wave packet II/I(t) 12• One can measure this 

squared wave packet as well as 1 P'T(r) 12 (and IF(r) 12) if the 
signals in the time domain 0::; t::; τare collected. The wave 

packet 1 P'T(∞)) and stationary RXS amplitude F=F(∞) 

correspond to measurements for a long duration time (r>> 

r-1) or to the ordinary stationary RXS experiments. 

A. Complex duration time: Decay and dephasing times 

The complex time 

T口 Tr+iTo=一一一-=r"e itp •
4 山 r-iQ 恥，

Q 1 
tan ωローへ r，，=--;:一一一→

r' 、 .JQ2+r2
(3) 

characterizes the time scale of the RXS process, and can be 
referred to as a duration time of the scattering process. 

Q口ω一ゐ is defined here as the detuning of ωrelative to the 

characteristic frequency ぬ口E-Eo of the x-ray absorption 

band. 

The duration time is complex and consists of two different 

contributions 13) 

r Q 
Tr=ーヶー-::-. Tn=ーァーA

Q': -jャ r.:' "" Q': キ r.:
(4) 
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The real，ち， and imaginary , T Q , parts of the RXS duration 
time refer to the irreversible and reversible contributions , reｭ
spectively, and depend di宜'erently on the detuning and the 

lifetime broadening r. Indeed, the dephasing is a reversible 

process contrary to the decay which is irreversible. T Q 

originates mainly from detuning and can be named as the 

“ dephasing time" due to that contributions to the scattering 
amplitude interfere destructively owing to the phase differｭ

ence Q(t2 -t1). This destructive interference suppresses the 

long-time contribution to the scattering amplitude if detunｭ

ing is large and if a damping r exists. Only decay transitions 
in the time domain 0 < t < 1 T 1 contribute significantly to F. 

To put the subject of the RXS duration in a proper perｭ

spective, we give a qualitative discussion of this duration 

time for large detunings which results in fast oscillations of 

-2-
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Figure 1. Fonnation of the scatlering amplitude F(吟=弘 dtF (I)
(1) in short and long lime domains. The case of 3・leveJ system 
(ground, core excited, and finaJ slates). The fast oscillations ¥Yitb 
tbe frequency equa1 to n canceJ eacb other only for long times of 
"measurement" t持 1 1r. This results in tbe Iimit of lhe fast RXS. 
For smaller times, 1< 11 r, lhjs cancellation is nOI complele. 

タ(/) (1). Fig. 1 sbows that these fast oscillations (“+" and 
" -" domains) wi山 the detuning frequency Q cancel each 

other only for large times T>> J 1 r. 1n such a case only small 

time intervals (sborter than the RXS duration t:$ rc) contribｭ

utes 10 tbe scattering ampHtude F(T). For time iotervals 

shorter than the lifetime broadening， τ云 1 1r , the cancellaｭ
tion of “+" and " ー.. regions is not complete and the 

times, O:s (:$ T, give comparable contributions to F(τ') (1). 

Fig. 1 explains the somewbat paradoxical situation that the 

fast limit for 山eRXS amplitude is obtained only wben S1'(() 

cao go through the long time evolution (1onger 山anr-I). 

Tbis fact reftects tbe qualitative distinction between the RXS 

duration time and the characteristic time r-I of tbe wave 

packet evolution, something tbat is related to the interferｭ

ence of the intennediate core excited states. The destructive 

interference in the time domain stresses the quantum nature 

of the notion of the RXS duration. 

One cao see from Fig. 1 that time-resolved RXS m回sure

ments make it possible to obtain stronger signals than in the 

stationary RXS experimentl3l. It should be mentioned tbat 

the more exact definitions of the duratioD time as “m回n"

or "average" times of the scattering imply strong as戸nmet

ry of the RXS duration as a functioo of the detuninglll. 

B. Formation of space distribut卲lls of wave packets 

Decay channels with dissocialion preceding electronic 

decay were fust identified more 山an 10 y回rs ago, in meaｭ
surements of HBr by P. Morin and 1. Nenner22). These chanｭ

nels as well as core excitation above the dissociation 

thresbold lead to AL narrow resonances io tbe spectra4.8.14). 

A quaHtative picture of the formation of AL resonances 

with broad short-and long-wave wings4.8.IO.U) is given in Fig. 

2. We remind that the AL resonances are caused by decay 

transitions in one of the fragments of the dissociation. If 

this fragment is an atom one observes AL single line 

resonances, Fig. 2. lt is naturaJ to attribute the notions 

a ・molecular band" or "moJecular contribution" to the red 
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Figure 2. Formation of the atomik-Iike resonance Wilh .‘blue" 
and "red" w凶g5.

and blue wings of the AL resonance since they are formed by 

decay transitions close to the equilibriullI geometry of the 

molecule. In general, thc RXS むnplitude will be the sum of 

AL and molecular contributions4) 

F=凡，+ Fmo/' (5) 

The AL contribution bas a spectral shape close to a 

Lorentzian4,14) 

九月 , ωã(∞)=Uo(∞)-UJ(∞). (6) 
E-ωã(∞)+ir' -v' , -" , - , 

Here E is the energy of the emitted particle (x-ray photon or 

Auger electron). One can s関白at contrary to the dispersion 

law for the molecular contribution2J) the position of the AL 

resonance does not depend OD the excitation energy4,14) 

E=ω(/(∞). (η 

It is illustrative to consider the space distribution of wave 

packets as a function of detuning and duration time. There 

is a principal distinction between the wave packet evolution 

for core excitation below and above the dissociation 

threshold. Fig. 3 sbows the space distribution for the bound 

core excited state Inll of N2 for three different detuning enerｭ

gies. As c1early seen in this figure the contribution of the 

region outside of the ground state vibrahvnal wave function 

is suppressed wben the detuning is large (short rc). lndeed , 
due to the fast RXS a “ direct" transition from the ground 

to the finaJ nuclear state takes place2,4l 

</10) 
F=F_nJoc""::一一一 . じ<< T.lh・ a 

川刷 。+ir' ‘ 山， ." (8) 

wbere </10) is the Frank-CondonσC) factor belween 

vibrational wave functions of final and ground states, r吋b
and てfare the period of vibrations and time of ftight , respecｭ
tively; Q=ωーω<0， ω伺=仏(∞)- Uo(Ro)一ω。1 2; 句(R) is 

出e internuclear potential of electronic state j. This general 

result shows that in the fast Limit only the “ molecular" part, 

- 3 ー



eq. (8) is that the intensity of the AL peak is close to zero 

when the RXS duration τ'c is short2,4,8). 

Fig. 4 demonstrates the principal distinction between 

wave packet evolutions in bound and unbound potentialsl3l. 

The wave packet evolves in one direction in a dissociative 

potential , in contrast to a bound potential where it moves 

back and forth perioctically. QDe can see also tbat tbe space 

shape of the wave packet beh�nd 咜s front does not depend 

on tíme, and that the ampJitude of the flat dissociat咩e contr1-

but卲n to the wave packet is suppressed when the RXS duraｭ

tion decreases. Th﨎 suppression takes place even for a lifeｭ

time broaden匤g that goes to zero, aD e仇ct which 﨎 abseDt 

for discrete vibrational states where the space distribution of 

the wave packet osc�llates w咜hout damping. 

We see that when the wave front has left tbe molecular 

region. only the �ntensity of the AL peak changes with time. 

The wave front propagates for an inf�咜ely long time when 

F=O. wh兤h results 匤 a co:nt匤uous 匤crease of the 匤tens咜y 

for the AL peak. 

( 1999年〕第 12巻第4 号放射光
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C. Time dependent representation ror the RXS cross secｭ

tjon 

The above results demonstrate t11at the temporallanguage 

allows a deeper �ns刕ht 匤to the physics of x.ray scatter�ng. 

Tbe t�me-dependent representat�on 﨎 pro自table also from 

lhe computational point of v冾w. Tbe RXS cross section can 

be evaluated for arb咜rary spectral dislribution of incom�ng 

ractiation φ(ωーω.. y) w�th th巴 widt11 y as the coロvolution
11,12,15,24) 

0.5 

Figure 3. The space distribution of 1 'l'T(∞) 1 versus the RXS dura. 
lion (det叩ing) for the bound core excited state Ifl. of N~l. The∞n
<ribution of lhe region oulside of lhe ground Slale vibrational wave 
funclion is suppressed when Q is large. F=0.065 eV. The RXS duraｭ
tions are: 1 TI =5.6 fs. 0.73 fs, and 0.35 fs for the excitation freｭ
quencies ω=401 eV, 402 eV, and 403 eV, respectively. 

0.0 

R-Ro (a.u.) 

。

-0,5 

σ(E. ω)=IdWIO'O山，)φ(…，.瓜

σo(E. ω)=土 Øie ¥ drσo(r)e蜘ーE+E.l'
πJo 

[0=0' 
10 

... 
、..... 
tｭ
テ

(9) 

Tbis reduces our problem 10 an evaluation of the RXS cross 

section for monochromatic exc咜at卲n σ。(E. ω) which can 

be found in terms of tbe autocorrelation functíon4,1S) 

4 3 
。

I 'P(τ))=e一時' 1 'P(O)). σ。(r)=(ヂ(0)1 町τ)).

11'(0))= 1 'PT(∞)). 

b) 

! 4゙eV 

1 :τ=0.06 fs 
2:τ:10.8 fs 
3・ τ=21.6fs 
4: τ=32.4 fs 

一
(
ド
)F
E

The solution is obtained in Iwo steps; 1) the solution of the 

Schr�inger equat�oD in the core excited state i(� I �) 1 恥(1))

=Hcl lf/パ1)) for 11f/,(I))=exp (-iHct)f) 10) with the initial 

condition Ilf/c(O))=f) 1 0), and 2) tbe solution of the 

Schr�匤ger equation for I 'P(r)) with the final state Ham匀toｭ

nian 正(， andwith the initial condition 1 tp(め). Other time-deｭ

pendent techniques for evaluations of 出e RXS cross sect卲n 

can be found in ref. 15. 

(10) 

30 
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3 , Dynamical Wave Packet Calc凶ations

The resonant AlIger spectrllm of HCI8) has perhaps served 

as the best demonstration case for “ dissociation before 

decay" in x-ray Raman scatteríng 加d �s also a good 伺ndi

date for applications of the lheoretical algorithms br冾゚y d�sｭ

cussed in the foregoing. Cl 2p core exc咜at卲n to tbe σ* level 

- 4 ー

Figure 4. Time evolution of the absolule value of the wave packet 
'PT(r) (2) for di町ercnl excilalion energiesU1. The shape of lhe wave 
packel behind the wave fronl does nOl change. CI L (2p -10'勺 dis
sociative core excited stale in lhe HCI molecule. r=0.045 eV. a) 
。=OeV ， ITI =14.6 fs. b) Q = 4eV, ITI =0.16fs. 

F mol. contr兊utes to the RXS amplitude since the nuclear subｭ

system in the core excited state has no t1πle to vibrate and 10 

change equilibrium geometry. Another profound aspecl of 
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Figure 6. [sotope effect. Comparison of the RXS proftles for HCl 
and DCI. The bound ftnal state is 11:+. the deluniQg n= 3 eV and 
the lifelime broadening is r=0.045 eV. 

leads to a dissociative potential 00 which the molecule can 

fragmentize before it decays8). Three final states cao be sinｭ

gled out as representing the important states in 山e formaｭ

tion of the tota] spectrum: a 4IJ. a 2,E+ and a 2X-state of 

HCI + . All of them produce AL lines due to dissociation. the 

2,E+ state also some slructure due to a bound part of the 

potentiaL The molecular bands can origio from both the 

short-wave (2,E+) or the long-wave (2X-. 4IJ) s idωof theAL 

resonancel$). The AL resonance for the same final state can 

in general simultaneously have both blue and red tails4•l7). 
Figs. 2 and 5. The spectra1 shape of the molecular b加d

strongly depends on the shape of the potentials. lf the final 
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Figure 7. lsotopic effecl. The RXS cross seclion for the unbound 
4n final stBle of HCI and DCし Thedip ine HCl speclra is absent for 
DCI. 

(or core excited) state is bound the molecular ∞ntribution 

consists of a vibrational band and a smooth continuum-conｭ

tinuum tail (Fig. 6). 

The fine structure of the molecular contribution 回n also 

be understood with help of the re゚ection appro足mation in 

which the RXS spectral profile maps the space distribution 

of the wave packet4•15) AddHional fine structure in the RXS 

profile is caused by the inbomogeneous space dislribu畯n of 

the core excited wave packet 1'1'(0)) in the molecular region 

(see Fig. 5). 

The limit of fast RXS is reached for quite large I Q 1. The 
simulations show that the RXS profile begins to copy the 

photoabsorption profileσig. 5) of the 0 • f direct transition 
only when Q::; -3 eV or when Qと4eV. One c釦 see tbat 

the intensity of the AL pro負 le tends to zero in tbis limit in acｭ

cord釦ce with equation (8). 

Fig. 7 demonstrates 出e app伺rance of a slriking spectral 

feature of 出eRXS profile when the narrow AL resonance is 

embedded in the smooth molecular background. namely 

that the AL resonance converts into a spectral hole when the 

frequency is tuned from the photoabsorption resonance. 

Trus is 山e result of an interference between the broad 

molecular background (8) and the narrow AL resonance 

(の問. The "hole" disappears for large detunings where the 

RXS protile coincides with the photoabsorption band of the 

direct 0 • f transition (see lower panel in Fig. 7). Contrary to 

a naive picture. the Darrow spectra1 hole is not blurred when 

the width y of the incident radiation increases. The 

simulations'勾 demonstrate that the hole c剖 even be trans-

-5-
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formed into a peak when y increases. Fig. 7 shows that the 

spectral dip disappears going from the HCl. to the DCl 

isotopomers. 

Apparently the dynamics of the formation of the RXS 

profile depends on both the RXS duration 'c (3) and the interｭ

nal characteristic times of nuclear motion (like period of 

vibrations and time of flight 'f )4,13 ,15). The role of the time of 
flight from the photoabsorption site to a region of dissociaｭ

tion can be understood by comparing the RXS profiles for 

different isotopomers like HCl and DCl. These have the 

same potential surfaces and hence the corresponding RXS 

durations are the same for the same detuning Q. However, 
the lighter isotopomer HCl has shorter time of flight than 

DCl, and reaches the dissociative region fast駻 leading to a 

larger relative intensity of the AL resonance, see Fig. 6. 
Simulations demonstrate the strong dependence of the 

spectral profile on the excitation energy-that is on the RXS 

duration time, with a narrow AL peak and a broad molecuｭ

lar background4,8). The center of gravity of the molecular 

background follows approximately the Raman law when the 

excitation energy is tuned out of the photoabsorption 

band23 ,25), while the position of the AL resonance does not 

depend on the excitation energy4, 14) (7). The dispersion rela鵬
tion in the photoabsorption region strongly differs from the 

Raman law23). The numerical simulations also show this 

clearly, Figs. 5 and 7. When the excitation energy is tuned inｭ

side the photoabsorption band the dispersion relation for 

the center of gravity of the molecular pedestal shows non-Raｭ

man behavior23), as observed recently by Piancastelli et a1.25). 
The AL resonance is suppressed, up to depletion , for fast 
RXS corresponding to the excitation energies tuned out of 

the photoabsorption band (see Figs. 5, 7 and results of exｭ

perimental measurements , Fig. 8). 
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Figure 8. Comparison of the experimental and theoretical relative 
integral contribution of the molecular background8). 
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4. Doppler E鉦ects

The Doppler e宜ect poses another dynamical problem in 

RXS , which , at first sight, appears to be quite exotic. 
However, in connection with the AL resonances16,17 ,26) , one 
can indeed expect large Doppler shifts due to a large release 

ofkinetic energy, L1E=:: 1-10 eV. A comparison ofthe differｭ

ent Doppler effects (Fig. 9) shows that the largest Doppler 

shift corresponds to RXS involving ejected Auger electrons 

in the spectral region with AL resonances. The reason of this 

is twofold; the large momentum of the Auger electrons p , 
and the large release velocity VA 口 (~μ [Q ー {E-ωげ(∞)}]j

m~)1/2 of the dissociated atom. 

It is interesting in this context to consider resonant Auger 

scattering from a homonuclear diatomic molecule A217). To 

take into account the indistinguishabi1ity of the two atoms 

one needs to sum the partial scattering amplitudes F 1,2 = 11 ,2 

exp (土 lqRf) for both atoms F=F1+F2' where q口0.5p cos 

e, Rf has the order of magnitude of equilibrium internuclear 
distance R17. The phase factors in F1 , 2 are consequential: 
They lead to the generalized FC factors17) (for boundｭ

bound , bound-continuum , and continuum悶continuum

nuclear transitions) both in photoionization and in RXS. 

Due to the Doppler effect the partial scattering amplitudes/1 

and 12 for atoms 1 and 2 are different17 ,26) 

(e. dco )α 
D=PVA ， ν =E一ωcf(∞). (11) 

ν 土Dcos e+ir' 

Here e is the angle between p and VA. The case of nonradiaｭ

tive RXS from heteronuclear molecules , AB , is straightforｭ
ward; only ohe term in F=F1 十F2 must be kept. 
Eq. (11) shows that the electronぺon coincidence signal 

changes drastically if the Auger electron energy E lies in the 

Doppler band -PVA <E-ωげ(∞)<PVA. When ris smaller 

than the electron Doppler shiftpVA the photoions or neutral 

fragments of dissociation propagate in the narrow angular 

interval δe =:: r j PVA close to the cone surface (Fig. 10) e =:: er 

Classi五cationofDopplere島cts inRXS 
Photon lí一一一一

Doppler effect 

thermal motion I Doppler 

n k T 〆 P 卜 J2v(� "n1 /' ~ I v =け B
一一-l)  -_( Al:" - ~ M 

司~'"  ¥.!!T' "11旬、と|
子百.. I kv N 10 -eV 

dissociation: atomicｭ
Iike resonance 

+
一
E
田

①
下
一

⑥
一
一

+
一
\

Figure 9. Classification of the Doppler effects. VA is the speed of 
atom A in the dissociative region; v is the thermal velocity; k and p 

are momentums of the x-ray photon and Auger electron, respec刷
tively; L1E is the energy released under dissociation.μis the reduced 
mass. 
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p 

[Resonant cone of dissociation 

Figure 10. Resonant cone of dissociation. 

内 ωc.f(∞)-E . 内 iωげ(∞)-EI
cos 札口 , lt 1 1 ::s; 1 (12) 

PVA PVA I 

The appearance of the narrow resonant cone of dissociation 

witha “ resonant" angle 8r is an important result of the studｭ

ied problem17,26). Expression for δ8 clearly demonstrates the 
strong correlation between propagation directions of the Auｭ

ger electron and the ion A + . 

The quantity of interest is the RXS cross section which is 

the sum of direct ， σ1 十 σ2 ， and interference ， σint ， contribuｭ

tions 

σ(E， ω)口ぴi 十 σ2十 σinl

口~ (1/112+ 1/212+2~e(fl*f2elkRfCOSe)). (13) 
1=g,1I 

RXS measurements make it possible to distinguish “ left" 
and “ right" atoms in a homonucIear molecule A2 molecule. 

We consider first the case when the interference can be 

neglected (for example when 1 D cos 81 >>r). The scattering 

channels are then independent and the RXS cross section 

can be written as the sum of only direct contributions17) 

σ山)==1ωぺ

One can assume that the Auger electron is ejected along a 

molecular axis: (8=00 or 1800
). Two narrow Lorentzians 

(14) correspond to two opposite directions of the dissociaト

ing atoms. The large Doppler shift D destroys the coherence 

of the scattering channels σint! σ(E， ω) -r / pV A << 1 (百ig. 11). 

One can distinguish these channels since one now can select 

either of them through the “ left propagating" and “ right 
propagating" atoms A. It is possible to do so due to differｭ

ent “ Doppler labels" (Doppler shifts): -PVA and PVA. Thus 

the “ Doppler labels" allow to select contributions to the 
RXS cross section from the core excited state with the core 

hole localized at a certain atom17) (see also ref. 27). 

10 
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回

回

-1 0 1 

Relative kinetic energy (e V) 

Figure 11. The dependence of the total RXS spectral profileσ(E， 

ω) ， on the relative kinetic energy v口E-ωc/(∞). E=500 eV, Q=5 
eV, r=0.09 eV17). When 8口 0 0 the “ left" atom has red Doppler 
shift, while the “ right" atom has blue Doppler shift. The equivalent 
atoms can be distinguished by the the Doppler labels 土 kVA' One 
can not distinguish these atoms when 8=900 since in this case the 
Doppler shift is absent. 

So the asymmetric measurements with the photoelectron 

detector at a certain side relative to the ionization region vioｭ

late the symmetry of the partially oriented A *A + AA * sys国
tem and select only one con註guration ， A *A or AA ヘ depend欄
ing on the Auger electron energy and the direction of p. The 

change from the entangled to disentangled state representaｭ

tions, with an accompanying destruction of the quantum cor蜘

relation, is caused by the special measurement technique 

employed26) . 

When the Auger electron is emitted perpendicular to the 

molecular axis the RXS profile collapses to a single Lorentziｭ

an since cos 8ロ o and the Doppler shift is then exactly equal 

to zero (Fig. 11). Since the Doppler shift is absent when 

8=900 one can not distinguish equivalent atoms in an A2 

molecule. In this case both scattering channels are strongly 

coherent and the interference term σint takes a maximal 

value (see Fig. 11). 

Eqs. (13) and (14) correspond to oriented molecules. The 

measurement of the Doppler effect is possible also for a ranｭ

domly oriented molecular target , as recently shown by Bj�ｭ
neholm et al.18). Indeed, the ensemble of core excited molecｭ
ules in a gas becomes partially oriented due to orientation 
selective core excitation (∞ (e' dco )2)9,28 ,29). 

Finally, we point to the striking role ofthe interchannel inｭ
terference (13) in the narrowing of the RXS spectral 

profile17) up to an HWHM of LI v == D / pR which thus does 

not depend on the lifetime broadening r , and can be smaller 
than the lifetime broadening, r , and the spectral function 
width , y. 

7-
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5. Dynamical Effects in Resonant X-Ray Scattering 

by Solids and Polymers 

The concept of the RXS duration for time selection of the 

vibronic coupling in free molecules as well as special e宜ects

like the restoration of the selection rules5,9,20,21) and the colｭ
lapse effect6,7,19,30) are also relevant for interpreting corre時
sponding spectra of polymers and solids. Other effects in 

RXS from polymers31 ,32), solids3,33-46) and transition metal 
complexes47-54) were reviewed recently. Just as for vibronic 

coupling in free molecules , one can anticipate that electronｭ
phonon coupling is of primary importance to understand 

spectral shapes of RXS by polymers and solids. Effects due 

to vibronic coupling and momentum exchange between elecｭ

trons and phonons are in generallarge because the degeneraｭ

cy of the core shell leads to strong vibronic mixing of the 

core excited states. The breaking and restoration of the symｭ

metry selection rules in gas-phase systems can then be under制

stood as breaking and restoration of the momentum conser楠

vation rule in the the context of solids. 

A main conclusion is that the electron-phonon interaction 

in xマay Raman spectra is strongly dynamic, and that freｭ
quency detuning, and thereby a shortening of the duration 

of the scattering process, allows an active manipulation of 
the strength of the electronゃhononinteraction. As is well esｭ

tablished by now the momentum conservation law plays a 

very important role in the formation of the radiative 
RXS19刈，55-58)

p=p' 十Pph+q十L1p+G. (15) 

Here p and p' are momenta of valence and conduction elecｭ

trons, q=k' -k is the change of the photon momentum k 

under a scattering, Pph is momentum of the phonon, LJp is 
the change of the electron momentum due to scattering at 

the “ heavy" core hole or at other electrons. The extra 

momentum G (a reciprocallattice vector) is transferred to 

the crystal as a whole. We ignore here the momentum exｭ

change between the core hole and the x-ray photons (see inｭ

vestigations of these effects in Ref. 58). To extract the main 

physics it is very useful to start out from eq. (8) which shows 

that in the case of fast RXS (large detuning) a direct transi由

tion from ground to 長nal nuclear states takes place. In other 

words , the phonons “ have no time" to disturb the electronic 
subsystem of the core excited states, for example, to exｭ
change momenta with electrons. This results in a suppresｭ

sion of the electron-phonon interaction and a restoration of 

the electronic selection rules when the photon frequency is 

tuned below the photoabsorption edge5,19,57,59). The transla蜘

tional invariance which leads to the conservation law (15) is 

a main element of symmetry of crystalline solids , and the 
effect of the restoration of electronic selection rules means in 

particular that eq. (15) reduces to the conservation of elec“ 

tronic momentum under RXS55 ,58) 

p ココp' ， 'cくくてω (16) 

with ωD as the Debye frequency. This equation asserts that 

放射光第12巻第 4 号 (1999年)

the RXS transitions are direct or vertical in the limit of fast 

RXS. 

There are some striking consequences of the approximaｭ

tion (16): In a two胸band system with semi欄empty valence 

bands (like alkali metals) the direct RIXS transitions are forｭ

bidden when the excitation energy is smaller than IK+ LJ , 
where IK is the position of the photoabsorption edge55 ,58), see 
Fig. 12. Thus the unusual effect prevails , that when the abｭ
sorbed x-ray radiation creates a core hole (ωと IK) ， x-ray 

fiuorescence is absent. The “ vanished" RIXS intensity is 

transferred to the elastic cross section. Another example is 

given by RXS from one-band semi-empty systems, like π 
bands for linear polyenes: When the momentum conservaｭ

tion law (16) is valid the RIXS cross section is then exactly 

equal to zero19,58), Fig. 13. The electron姐phonon interaction 

has the effect to open the RIXS channel and to allow decay 

transitions from all occupied levels, while the momentum ex幽
change between electrons and soft x-ray photons allows emisｭ

sion only from the highest occupied levels19,58) , Fig. 14. We 

note that all occupied molecular orbitals (all valence bands) 

become active for RIXS in the hard x-ray region with large 

Shi白 ofRIXS threshold 

p 0 

Figure 12. Shi立 ofinelastic RXS (RIXS) threshold due to momenｭ
tum conservation law (16). 

RIXS is allowed due to 
momentum exchange with 
p訂otons

闘争

photon momentum 

q くく kF 

RIXS is allowed due to 
momentum exchange with 
phonons 

同'm一軒
ー一一'

ph04FEmenturnO< P < kF

Figure 13. Formation of the RIXS profile due to momentum exｭ
change with photons and phonons. Left panel: Small photon 
momenta open the inelastic channels in the narrow region near the 
Fermi level. Right panel: Large phonon momenta open the inelastic 
channels for all occupied levelsI9.s8). 
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Figure 14. The RIXS cross section of a N口6 polyene versus the 
momentum exchange of valence electrons with x-ray photons and 
phononsI9). Here N is the number of carbons. (a) accounting only 
for momentum exchange between electrons and photons; (b) acｭ
counting only for momentum exchange between electron and phoｭ
nons; (c) accounting for momentum exchange of electron with both 
photons and phonons. The cross section is decreased by 103 times. 
r口0.09 eV, y口 0.05 eV, Ix=290 eV ， ω。口 0.5 eV. The abbreviaｭ
tions HUMO and LUMO + 1 mean the core excitation (Q口 Wv) to 
the highest unoccupied MO If/v (ν口 6) and to the MO with v=5 , re “ 

spectively. The arrows in panel (a) mark the positions of the zeroｭ
phonon lines for the decay transitions from occupied MO If/j with 
j= 1, 2, 3. The dashed lines in the panels (b) and (c) show the excitonｭ
ic bands. The energy corresponding to molecular Orbitallf/j is ε:j=ep 

十 Wj， ep is the Fermi energy. Qロω一 (Ix十 ep) and Q' コω' 一 (1x+εp)

are detunings of initial and f�al x柵ray photons. 

photon momenta19,58). 

Fig. 15 shows two effects: Collapse of vibrational strucｭ

ture6,7,19) and restoration of electronic selection rules5,19-21). 

When the excitation energy is tuned to resonance with the 

f�st photoabsorption line (Fig. 15a) all three electron嗣pho嗣

non bands are active in RIXS due to strong electron-phonon 

interaction with large phonon momenta. Figs. 15b, c cor蜘

respond to fast RIXS with strong quenching of electron-pho側

non interaction. We see here a single line which is allowed 

only due to the photon momentum (small photon momen幽

tum opens only emission transitions from the highest occuｭ

pied MO  close to the Fermi level). This is a clear manifestaｭ

tion of the restoration of electronic selection rules (here, the 
restoration of the momentum conservation law (16)). It is 

not hard to realize also a collapse of the vibrational strucｭ

ture: Fig. 15b, c. show clearly only a single resonance 

without any vibrational structure. 

The collapse effect is not complete in the case with differ畑

ent interatomic potential surfaces of the ground and f�al 

states19). The RXS prof�e collapses strictly to a single 
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Figure 15. Collapse of vibrational structure in RIXS of a N=6 
polyene due to the detuning of incident x-ray radiation from the aト
sorption band 19). The potential surfaces of initial and f�al states are 
the same. The momentum exchange with xずayphoton is taken into 
account. The detuning of incident radiation from the LUMO (ν=4) 
is def�ed as Q口Q- WM+l , M=3. (a) The resonant excitation of the 
LUMO(Q口 WM+l) leads to the vibrational broadening of the RIXS 
prof�e (the cross section is decreased by 103 times). Panels (b) and 
(c) show the collapse effect corresponding to a detuning of incident 
radiation below the LUMO with Q=  -5 eVand 点ロー 8 eV, respec欄
tively. The dashed line in panel (c) shows the RIXS cross section for 
resonant excitation of the LUMO and without electron-phonon in制
teraction (Qコ 0). The value of the VC parameter is the same, 110 
=0.9, except for the RIXS prof�e shown by dashed line with 110= 
019). All other parameters are the same as for Fig. 14. 

resonance for the elastic band since the potential surfaces of 

the ground and f�al states are the same in such a case. The 

collapse effect will in general be difficult to observe in solids 

due to the nonparallel valence and conduction bands, except 
maybe at the spectral region near the singularities of the 

joint density of states19). The complete collapse in RXS from 

solids thus takes place in the spectral region with parallel 

conduction and valence bands. 

So we see that symmetry restoration and collapse effects 

are caused by the interplay of two different time scales in 

RXS; the duration of scattering and the period of vibration. 

Selection rules may also break down if vibronic coupling 

mixes f�al electronic states of different symmetry. However, 
for πsystems it can be shown that this f�al-state symmetry 

breaking is also suppressed upon detuning the excitation 

frequency19) , and also in this case, detuning makes the RIXS 
cross section close to zero. 

These dynamic features are dependent on both the width 

and the carrier frequency of the exciting radiation. Each 

RXS electron-phonon band consists of a zero-phonon line 

and red and blue phonon sidebands. The zero柳phonon line 

has specif� selection rules for narrow band excitation 19). For 

-9-
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su伍ciently small sample molecules (or long wavelengths) the 

selection rules for the partial cross sections are maintained 

since the dipole approximation over the molecular size can 

be used19). 

The problem of core hole localization in RXS from solids 

deserves a brief comment. It is easy to see that the electronｭ

phonon interaction mixes the electronic Bloch functions of 

the core shell with different momenta. This results in a lower蜘

ing of symmetry of the core excited states up to the complete 

localization of the core hole at one of the atoms. One 

manifestation of this is the breakdown of the momentum 

conservation law. We have seen that the violation of this law 

and hence the core hole localization is strongest if the excitaｭ

tion frequency is tuned in the region of strong photoabsorpｭ

tion. However , when the frequency is detuned below a phoｭ

toabsorption edge the momentum conservation law , the 
selection rules and the symmetry of the electronic subsystem 

are restored. We conclude that the shortening of the RXS duｭ

ration (increase of detuning frequency) in a certain sense 

leads to a delocalization of the core hole (see also refs. 60, 
61). 
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